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       Summary (Ch 4 of video, part 1) 

      *plants can grow from seeds ,stems,roots,leaves and spores. 

       *The flowering plants reproduce through seeds. 

       *A seed produces a baby plant when it gets the right amount of water ,air, sunlight  

for germination. 

       * A plant produces seeds in large number.  

 
1. Fill in the blanks 

a.The ____ stores food for the baby plant. 

b.Seed leaves are known as_____ 

c. A tiny hole through which a seed absorbs water is known as___. 

d. A baby plant inside the seed is known as_____. 

 

2. Write T for true and F for false. 

a. Seeds germinate in the presence of water,air,sunlight and warmth. 

b. The part of the plant that grows above the ground is called the  

shoot system. 

c.A seed has an outer covering called micropyle. 

 

3. Write functions of the following. 

a. Seed coat or testa 

b.micropyle 

c. cotyledons or seedleaves 

 

4.Answer these questions 

a.Explain the process of germination of a seed with the help of diagram. 

b. What does a seed need to germinate? 

c. Draw a neat and well labelled diagram showing structure of seed. 
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ANSWER KEY -5 (Ch-4 of video, Part 1) 

1.a.cotyledonsb.cotyledonsc.micropyle      d. embryo 

2. a.Tb.Tc.F 

3.Seed coat-It protects the seed. 

Micropyle- The seed absorbs water through it. 

   Cotyledons- These store food for the baby plant. 

 

4.a.i.A seed absorbs water through the hole and the seed coat becomes soft and loose. 

   ii. A small root emerges from the seed and grows downward. 

iii. A small shoot emerges from seed and grows upward.  

v. The seed with a small root and shoot is called seedling .It uses food in the cotyledons  

for growth. 

vi. The green leaves then start appearing and the process of photosynthesis starts in  

the plant. The seedling develop into new plant.(Refer video for diagram) 

 

b. A seed will grow into baby plant only after it gets right amount of air,water and warmth. 

c.(Refer video for diagram) 
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Summary 
*People leave their homes and settle in another country or city for several reasons. 

*Reasons of migration are rural poverty, Development projects, nomadic 

life style, transferable jobs, conflicts and calamities. 

*Effects of displacement can have both positive and negative effects. 

 

A. Fill in the blanks. 

     1. Gypsies are also called ____ and ____.  

     2. Farmers who do not have their own fields are called_______. 

     3. Movement of people from one place to another is known as _____. 

     4. Government officials______ people whose homes are destroyed 

while laying railway tracks . 

 

B. Write true or false  

1. Many people become homeless during a natural disaster. 

      2. Projects like the building of dams or bridges lead to displacement  

of people. 

      3. Daily wage workers get paid once in month. 

 

C. Choose the correct option . 

      1. People move from one place to another due to ______________. 

a. floods and famine    b. better jobs    c. education       d. all of these 

      2. Landless farmers need to leave their villages in search of ____________. 

a. work           b. homes            c. educations              d. children  

      3. Villages relocated and their land is taken to build ______________. 

a. dams or bridges       b. market place         c. multi-storey buildings          

4. ______________ have no permanent homes. 

a. businessmen          b. pilots          c. banjaras d. doctors 

  5. ______________ have transferable jobs. 

a. farmers          b. defence forces           c. gypsies             d. money lenders  

D. Answer these questions. 

     1. Why do small farmers who own land need to migrate? 

     2. Who are gypsies? Why are they called nomads? 

     3.  List some  of the reasons why do people move. 
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Answer Key-2 
A. Fill in the blanks. 

     1. nomadsor Banjaras. 

     2. land less farmers. 

     3. migration. 

     4.  relocate 

 

B. Write true or false  

      1.(T)2.(T) 3.  (F) 

 

C. Choose the correct option. 

1. All of these. 2.  Work3.  Dams or bridge      4. Banjaras5.  Defence forces 

 

D. Answer these questions 

Ans1. The farmers who own small pieces of land, often fall into debt and end up  

selling their land to move to other places to start a new life. 

 

Ans2. People who travel from place to place and do not have a permanent home are known  

as gypsies or banjaras. They move from place to place for trade or new pastures for  

their cattle, so they are called nomads. 

 

Ans3. * Seasonal migration due to lack of jobs. 

*Displacement and relocation due to construction of dams, bridges,railway tracks etc. 

*For trade or in search of new pastures for cattle. 

 *Transferable jobs. 

 *Natural calamities 

 

 

 

 

 


